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Technology in society

• Internet – 80% households but older people use less

• Ebooks – 12% older people

• Tablets – 7% older people

• Assistive technologies

Education to use new technologies

• Classic teacher instruction

• Lack of flexibility

• Focus on awards/certificates

• Too difficult

• Time consuming



New ways of thinking

• Self learning

• Peer to peer learning

• Unstructured play

• Discovery and experiential learning

Opt-in

• Lifelong learning

• Peer to peer approach

• Creative learning

• Emphasis on fun and playful approach



Introducing new technologies

• Digi lab

• Touch table problem solving games

• Interactive gaming

• Music composing programme and dance mats

• Tablet and handheld technologies

• Design laboratories – exploring the future

• Web based developments 

• International exchanges



Evaluating experiences

• A semi-structured evaluation pro forma, developed by the 

project partners for use across the whole international 

project partnership

• Unstructured diaries which participants from England 

completed during the international exchanges

• Semi structured interviews with participants from England 

who took part in local workshops and/or international 

project workshops and exchanges.



Emergent themes

• The context of ‘daily life’ – with an emphasis on electrical 
and labour saving equipment, and technologies for 
personal safety and security;

• Lifelong experiences– including working lives and 
changes in technologies over time;

• Experiences and perceptions of technologies – whether 
positive, negative, or mixed, scepticism about 
technologies and using them in some sense to ‘cheat’; 

• Communication with others – an incentive to use new 
technologies;

• Barriers to using technologies – especially costs; 

• Ways of learning about technologies – including 
intergenerational and peer-supported learning.



Technologies in daily life

• Labour saving equipment and entertainment

• Influenced by personal preferences

‘I’ve never been interested in personal Hi-Fis, Hi-Fi equipment and 

stuff like that, no. Microwave, we don’t actually have a microwave, I 

mean I know how to use a microwave, I’ve used one in the past in 

various places. My house doesn’t actually have a microwave’. 

[James, aged 73]



Life-long experience with technologies

• Previous employment

• Work in the armed forces

• Early experiences 

• I wanted to work on aeroplanes and they said no, no, no, Radar so 

I thought oh it’s the clean end of the aeroplane. No, no, no, ground 

Radar, big Radars and so in the early days of computers and 

certainly the last job I had in the Air Force which was the twelfth 

year I was there and I was coming out and I was working on 

satellite tracking systems and that was using paper tape and a 

128K of memory and we had seven of these little units trying to tell 

it to turn, look where the rockets or missiles or whatever were being 

tested or looking for satellites and so on and they’d tear and you’d 

have to keep putting it inside.



Experiences and perceptions

Good, bad and indifferent

• Sat nav – good and bad, risk of loosing skills

• Internet – mixed blessing – easier to find things 

but takes up time

• Cheating – using a bread maker

• Sceptical – emails

• Not for everyone
‘ older people should also be provided with the opportunities for 

ageing actively without using the computer’p16. (Hakkarainen 2012)



Communication with others

• SKYPE

• Facebook and Twitter

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Plumtree-CC/209385940089
http://twitter.com/PlumtreeCC


Barriers to use

• Speed of change

‘… I feel there should be a sort of basic, reasonable level PC and 

equipment. We don't want all this, unless you are working in a field, it 

really doesn’t matter if it’s high D or […], it really doesn’t matter, you 

just want to be able to use it and all this constant upgrading is more 

than pensioners can afford’. [Nancy, aged 78]

• Paying for upgrades

• Cost of technologies

• Expensive add-ons (hardware and software)



Learning styles

• Informal learning - supported by family and friends
‘I suppose finding your way round it really, because I’m trying to find my 
own way round it. I’ve got a friend who does help in some respects, but 
there’s some of it I just cannot do, because I haven’t got a clue how to 
do it’. [Maud, aged 78]. 

• Discovery learning - News items and articles 

• Peer support
‘As a volunteer for the blind association, I find loneliness among the 
elderly especially those with disability, has grown into epidemic 
proportions. Modern technology could be the key to empowering them 
with independence. However, speaking to my fellow older learners from 
Germany and Scotland, I found that motivating and supporting the 
elderly to use modern technology is a challenge facing all societies. 
Local events and get-togethers sponsored by websites like Beppie's
[friendship finder] could prove a conduit to finding an answer to this 
challenge’. 



Unexpected outcomes

‘Just wanted to let you know I now have an i-Pad and am 

delighted with it. It is so wonderfully easy to have with one 

anywhere. So light and quick to use. I am still discovering 

all it can do. It is just so amazing this touch screen 

response in so many different programmes. I can see it will 

give me hours of delight and entertainment.….. [I] have 

loaded books to read and photos to show. GREAT’. 

(personal email April 2012) 

http://www.google.co.uk/aclk?sa=l&ai=CX_jTmAx0UZ2-CK_W7Aaw94DwD-Tu1KED_O2W1UfM9NfKfQgFEAEgx5j4BSgFUKKp3fUBYLu-mIPQCqABitvi_gPIAQepAmSShhwYjrk-qgQmT9C59t8a8495cErQ0HfISGYkmx3OOJs_o5FAN6CDShy0wnB6eF6ABZBOwAUFoAYmgAfepJ0B4BLb9MWKja3B7cIB&sig=AOD64_1WCl0VbP05TzOCuMwCVlbrBj65pw&ctype=5&ved=0CEcQwg8&adurl=http://pixel.everesttech.net/3391/cq?ev_sid=3&ev_cmpid=&ev_ln=&ev_crx&ev_mt&ev_n&ev_ltx=pla:Product Name&ev_ptid=33711061580&url=http://www.pcworld.co.uk/gbuk/laptops-netbooks/ipad-tablets-and-ereaders/apple-ipad/apple-ipad-mini-16-gb-wifi-black-19314415-pdt.html?srcid=198&cmpid=ppc~gg~Laptops+&+Netbooks~19314415&istCompanyId=9a35962d-802d-4e67-9721-0a3328ca1f02&istItemId=arqqlqix&istBid=t


Future considerations

Economic and wellbeing consequences for older people 

not engaging so need to consider issues of:

• Design

• Attitudes

• Match with needs

• Relevant and practical

• Knowledge of what is on offer

• Chance to ‘have a go’

• Taking confidence from the past

• Recognising social and fun aspect to learning
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